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Custom Transformers offer the complete range of Ferrite Transformers

designed to your specifications, including Switch Mode, Inductors and

Power Ferrite Transformers. A full range of styles are possible - RM,

ETD, EFD, EE, etc. 

Basic Design Requirements

� Input voltages and frequency

� Output voltages and currents

� Size requirements

� Finish - air drying varnish, vacuum pressure impregnation varnish, 

or clean.

� Safety requirements 

Product Advantages: 

� Design Service - our design service will not only improve your basic

design but also ensure your products meet all aspects of the very

high safety standards required for Ferrite Transformers.

� Highest Quality Materials - Ferrites are the fastest growing area of

transformer technology.  Custom Transformers ensure we stay

ahead of the rest through our well established supply links to the

major Ferrite material manufacturers throughout the world - such as

Philips, Siemens and Thomson.

� Managing Your Requirements Effectively - Custom Transformers

provide much more than a high quality product.  We will also

manage your stock scheduling and delivery by working very closely

with your staff to understand and meet the specific timing of your

manufacturing schedules; and by maintaining excellent working

relationships with our major suppliers to call off your stocks at the

right time - meaning cost effective stock holding for you.

Ferrite Transformers



Quality
Custom Transformers commitment to quality has been a vital part of

our business since we began in 1972.

Our comprehensive Quality System ensures that quality control is

strictly applied at every stage of the design and production process,

and we incorporate all necessary safety specifications in line with your

intended application and the latest quality standards.  Every batch is

subject to routine inspection, and each transformer receives 100% of

final testing.  

Service
We are happy to work with our customers in the way that suits you

best - we can develop the product from your basic design

specification, or even from a sample of your current product.  We

discuss the design with you at every stage to ensure that you receive

a product solution which meets your needs as cost effectively as

possible.

We also provide a sample approval service for our products.

In addition, Custom Transformers will source materials very

competitively from all over the world to ensure we obtain the right

materials to match your product needs.

Any size of order is possible - as we have flexibility to modify our

production capabilities in line with order quantities.  Regardless of

size we will always be committed to servicing your needs.

Partnership
Our objective at Custom Transformers is to work in partnership with

customers from the initial design stage through to completed delivery

and beyond.  

We recommend that you talk to us as early as possible in the design

of your transformer requirements -- in order that we can use our

experience to help to bring production efficiencies to your business.

For example, by managing your scheduling and delivery effectively,

we can help to reduce your stock holding and therefore minimise your

operating costs.
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